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Abstract
Some views of design are the act as puzzle making, problem solving, evolutionary, and decision-making. All these focus on form generation as constructive, therefore characterizing design as a path-planning problem through a space of possibilities. Design problems consist sets of information divided into initial, intermediate, and goal states. Design in its simplest state consist of a set of operators, sequences (or paths) between initial and goals states. In this paper, I present design algorithms for Le Corbusier because of his distinct compositional techniques particularly for his “White Villas” in which some elements have been identified to recursively occur.

Introduction
According to Violet le Duc, “the first condition of design is to know what we have to do, to know what we have to do is to have an idea, to express this idea we must have principles and form that is grammar and language. Design literally has to do with the ability to read and write architecture. The skill of reading is more than just appreciating and intuitively recognizing the formal quality of the object. Reading architecture has to do with the process of parsing or resolving the elements and parts of a building and describing them grammatically. Reading architecture is a prerequisite to writing, constructing or composing it.” The impact of computers in architecture is parallel to the introduction of printing and engraving in the Renaissance. With Cad feedback through the storage, evaluation, and manipulation of formal constructs from recent and distant past, the instant interaction, and access of many designers to common but continually upgraded database is possible.

The achievement of computer-aided design (CAD) in the field of architecture compared to other fields may seem trivial to date, but current research is transforming the use of computers in design. Current computer-aided design (CAD) practice is rooted in an approach that utilizes computers as mere drafting and rendering machines, offering little or no insight to design. They advance technically to higher speeds and more intuitive displays presenting little theoretical insight to architecture.

Research currently going on in universities around the world is however establishing the computer as a form generating system. This school of thought defines the design world to be fundamentally characterized by its shapes, vocabulary, and operators, and thus, architectural composition can be segmented into a vocabulary of extensively and finely differentiated relations and functions. Rules for the interrelationship of these parts are defined and the rules are programmed in such a way that the program determines the evolution of the form.

In this paper, I present a grammar for the designs of Le Corbusier (1887-1965), starting from his basic domino system arrangement, the column grid, slabs and stair arrangement to his much acclaimed five points of architecture: the pilotis, roof garden, free plan, ribbon windows and free facade. All these are expressed as rules and algorithms are developed in
Generative theories in Design: An Analysis of Precedents

“A complete design is the end product of a process. What does the process start with, and how does it move from the starting point to the actual design? Suppose it starts with a vocabulary of well-defined physical components. The process of design involves selecting components from the vocabulary, placing the first one, and adding the others successively.” Mitchell notes “it is an old idea that knowledge base about some topic can usefully be structured as a collection of axioms, facts, and rules, we can think of the axioms as fundamental assumptions or basic definitions, such as those set forth at the beginning of Euclid’s geometry.” Historically since Roman times, designers have been using generative theories to develop plans and work out the most appropriate plan from several alternatives. In the 19th century “Ecole Polytechnique” and “Ecole Des Beaux Art” designed by exploring several ways in which elements of a fixed vocabulary could be assembled in different combinations to generate architectural form. Durand’s Precis des Lecon’s d Architecture (1803) suggested ways in which sets of potential plans and elevations combinations can be generated.

20th century architects used three-dimensional volumes in design composition. For example, Le Corbusier used a vocabulary of basic volumetric elements and assembled them into complex architectural composition. Likewise, Frank Lloyd Wright gained inspiration from his early childhood froebel blocks. Many of Wright’s designs emerge from a process of taking simple volumes and intersecting them in space to produce design form. More recently, Coates, Healy, Lamb, Voon have employed generative theories in generating limitless instances of forms by random growth, addition, and decomposition. Generative theories involve computation of algorithms, algebra and variable combined with design knowledge. The concept involves finite sets of relatively simple rules which result in complex outcomes i.e. complexity from simplicity. The rules are explicit, their values are assigned, manipulated, and selectively applied. Generally, design has a number of components in relationship to one another therefore has two aspects firstly, the number of components and secondly, the relationship between components i.e. objects and rules. The rules distinguish a random pattern of objects from a significant design. The rules can be employed in composing and decomposing architectural objects as generating or analytical tools. The concept involves the computation of algorithms, algebra and variable combined with design knowledge. Generative theories rely on concepts such as top down/bottom up approaches, linear/non-linear systems, shape grammars, cellular automata, and computing and design.

Top Down versus Bottom up approaches to design

In top down design approach, the designer starts with an abstract geometry, which is elaborated until it is transformed into form. Wojtowicz and Fawcett interpret Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye in a top down fashion. The process begins with a square, which is divided into square grids. The square is extended along one axis to determine the major axis. The two floors are considered separately. On the ground and first floor, walls and circulation elements are added. Columns are located at the intersection of the grid lines, some displaced along grid lines, and some omitted on the first floor. Partitions and openings are added to complete the plan. In the bottom up design approach, the design process begins with fully detailed components. The process of design involves a selection of components from the vocabulary, placing the first one and adding others successively. Wojtowicz and Fawcett demonstrate the process using Louis Kahn’s Richards Medical Laboratory. The vocabulary of design comprises the square laboratory tower, a main core, and a secondary core. The building form is established sequentially by placing the main core block first, the laboratory block, and the secondary tower. The approach relies on knowledge of formal and functional characteristics of a given design vocabulary and compositional techniques. Both approaches rely on sets of relatively simple rules, which result in complex assemblies, i.e. complexity from simplicity. Basically rules distinguish a random pattern of objects from a significant design.

Linear versus Non-linear Systems

Linear systems are those for which the behavior of the whole configuration is a sum of behaviors of parts, while in non-linear systems, the behavior of the whole is more than the sum of its parts. Linear systems are those which obey the superposition principle, they can be broken down into parts and analysis of these parts are possible. Once the individual parts are understood in isolation, a full understanding of the system can be achieved by composing the knowledge of the isolated parts, thus, the key feature is that by a study of parts in isolation, it is possible to learn everything about the complete system.

Non-linear systems do not obey superposition principles. Even if the system is broken down to simpler constituent parts and even if an understanding of the constituent parts can be achieved in isolation, it is impossible to combine this knowledge in understanding the entire system. The major features of Non-linear systems are their primary behaviors of interest are properties of the interactions between parts, rather than being properties of the parts themselves. These interaction properties disappear when the parts are studied independently. Thus, analysis is most fruitfully applied to linear systems. Such systems can be taken apart in meaningful ways, the resulting pieces solved, and the solution obtained from solving the pieces can be put together such that one has a solution for the whole system. In contrast, in non-linear systems the constituent parts synthesize the behavior of interest.
Shape Grammars
Frank Lloyd Wright stated in the Natural house that “every house worth considering as a work of art must have its own grammar”. He also stressed the importance of consistency in grammar and the importance of a design having a language of their own. Stiny defines shape grammars as “a set of initial conditions, a lexicon of primitive objects, and syntax of transformations on those objects”. Wojtowicz and Fawcett define shape grammar as “a principle by which vocabulary elements can be put together and inherent in a grammar is the set of mappings between vocabulary elements such that certain grouping of elements can be transformed to another group.” The process of grammar expressed as production rules facilitating form generation has been demonstrated by producing line drawings that resemble those of Palladio by Stiny and Mitchell, and Frank Lloyd Wright’s villas by Koning and Eizenberg. Shape grammars have also been employed by Richard Coyne to describe algorithms for performing arithmetic operations on geometric entities called shapes. Shape grammar relates with the designer’s process of exploring design elements and principles. Wojtowicz and Fawcett note that an “ideal expert system for architectural design should be able to store objects, both primitives and composite, it should be able to use them in different strategies i.e. composition and decomposition.” Coates and Makris have incorporated shape grammars and genetic programming in spatial composition by starting with sets of geometrical structures and their relationships. Their approach uses genetic programming with a library of objects in a genetically breed computer program. The concept of design vocabulary is used to enable a simplistic definition of the rules which can be input as points, lines, volumes, shapes and primitives in an algorithm in the computer for exploration of alternative solutions. Shape grammars can employed in generating and composing architectural objects as generating or analytical tools. It can be employed in reading and writing architecture. It can be used to represent the rules governing the setting out of building components.

Cellular Automata
Cellular automata were developed in the 1940s and this coincided with the development of computers. It was developed to explore mathematical issues. A cellular automaton begins with simple rules and explores how they may be expanded to form complex relationships. It consists of an array of cells, the state of each cell depends on the state of the neighboring cells. Cells can be at any one of a number of states like dead or alive, on or off, red, blue or green etc. A definition of the neighborhood of a cell and a set of transition rules will determine the state of that cell as a function of the state of cells within the neighborhood. All cells are updated simultaneously. Rules are divided into those that lead to inactive state and those which lead to a chaotic state. A finely tuned combination of rules can lead to a state where highly complex transient structures exist. The state between order and chaos is essential to all self-ordering systems capable of evolution. Generative descriptions involve a finite set of relatively simple rules which are repeated over and over, and the order in which they are repeated can have a marked influence on the final form of the entity.

Computing in Design
Over a quarter of a century ago the American composer Hiller used an early Illic computer to compose a piece of music by feeding into it 16th century rules of modal counter point and 20th century ones relating to serialism. Notes that broke the rules were excluded from the program, so the computer chose at random the remaining possibilities. Currently, in music computers are used not only to aid pre-compositional calculation, but also to produce sounds. This is similar to current computing trends in the field of architecture, which explores how a wide range of design solutions can be generated by teaching the underlying principles of design as rules to the computer.

In the sixties, there were numerous efforts to bring architecture a substantial input of theory. The design movements followed the precedent of natural sciences. Its ideal was to use the new computers to discover a compact, universal set of precise laws that would explain scientifically the empirical facts of architecture. Its failure proved that architecture cannot be modeled as a natural science because the products of design are a matter of choice not necessity. This led to the exploration of modeling architectural theory as artificial intelligence. One of the key ideas of artificial intelligence was that people do not rely on super speed calculation to solve problems but on knowledge. Instead of programs consisting of numerous concise equations, the computer became a vast storehouse of knowledge, held in small independent pieces which can be incrementally modified or added to. Two procedures of importance were firstly, the generation and testing, where conclusions are generated and then evaluated for correctness. Secondly, constrained generation, where only a subset of possible solutions are examined.

Generative approach to computer aided design that has been quietly developing in universities around the world considers design as an act of search in the realm of spatial compositions and sets as its task the discovery of formal machinery approach to express design. In contrast, current computer-aided design (CAD) practice and search share little in common. In computer-aided design (CAD) systems, the data structure and its associated operations establish the design world. There are records to store information specifying points, vectors, arcs, polygons and other graphic tokens. The computational devices relevant to this project involve the use of the computer to generate alternatives by mechanically applying shape rules.

Research Models
The following two experiments illustrate form generation in Autolisp, AutoCAD programming language.

Model I: Parametric Autolisp Routine for Le Corbusier
In Le Corbusier’s own summary of his main architectural elements he identified his buildings to be made up of the five points of Architecture: Pilotis, Roof Garden, Free plan, Ribbon Windows and Free facade. The Pilotis raised the building off the ground into the air and the space underneath used for parking cars, road or gardens. Space lost was replaced on the top by a roof garden. The Roof Garden was a space open to the sky, containing greenery with view all round. Free planning was possible since the frame carried the weight par-
tions were organized independently e.g. some were curved to express their freedom and function. Ribbon Windows were from side to side of the facade horizontally lighting the whole interior evenly and giving maximum view. The Free Facade portrayed the exterior walls as non-load bearing thus re-emphasizing the inherent potentials of a frame. These five points were often used in three main combinations, firstly as a membrane stretched over reinforced concrete frame where walls enclosed the columns. Secondly setting the walls back from the main structural frame and thirdly as mass penetrated Figure 1.

The buildings in Table 1 were chosen because of their similarities, size, simplicity of language of design and relationship to the five points of architecture, which is the starting point of the design algorithm.

Some of the other design configurations used by Corbusier as the Interlock system, which had elements locked around the service stack. Since the frame of the building carried the load, part of the floor slab was taken out to create double height rooms or semi open spaces. The facade was also opened at any level or removed entirely or became sunshades with the walls set back from the facade. The reinforced concrete frame and slab formed the basis of Le Corbusier's main design approach and within this cage various activities of the building were accommodated. The structural elements were organized to easily accommodate circulation elements.

Program Rules
The program rules were based on the main elements of Le Corbusier's architectural style identified above and separated into the following main categories:

1. Orthogonal Cage determination
2. Circulation
3. External walls
4. Main curved elements of interior

These categories were further elaborated into rules specifying for example points, vectors, polygons and other graphic token that could be interpreted in Autolisp.

Orthogonal Cage Determination
The orthogonal cage represents the structural frame and the rules were based on the following:

Rule 1. The structural grid system was based on the number of columns in the transverse and longitudinal direction of the building. The relationship between the longitudinal and transverse axis are based on proportions identified in Le Corbusier’s design and interpreted in this project as an ABC relationship. This is interpreted in the program in the X and Y-axis. A represents the distance between the columns in the X axis and B varies between being equal to A, 0.5A to 0.75A, and C exists when there are multiple column grid spacing in the X axis (Figure 2).

Rule 2. Like Le Corbusier after the determination of the column grid, a major axis is defined in the X or Y-axis. The rule is to place the major axis in Y direction if the number of columns in X was greater than in Y and vice versa.

Rule 3. Randomly determine the number of floors between two, three and four.

Rule 4. Place the living room position either on the first or second floor.

Table 1 – summarizes major elements from Six of Corbusier’s buildings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Building Form</th>
<th>Major Elements</th>
<th>Spaces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Radial configuration</td>
<td>Central corridor in the core with symmetrical interiors</td>
<td>Living, dining, bedroom, and kitchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Four Corners configuration</td>
<td>Each corner houses a living room and corridor</td>
<td>Living, dining, bedroom, and kitchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Open configuration</td>
<td>Main living area and central corridor</td>
<td>Living, dining, and kitchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>Free Facade configuration</td>
<td>Living area and the facade</td>
<td>Living, dining, and kitchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>Interlock configuration</td>
<td>Main living area and central corridor</td>
<td>Living, dining, and kitchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Three Corners configuration</td>
<td>Main living area and central corridor</td>
<td>Living, dining, and kitchen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Le Corbusier’s Design Configuration
Circulation
The vocabularies of circulation elements were dogleg, spiral, straight flight, apsidal staircases, and ramps as identified in Le Corbusier’s buildings. Figure 3 illustrates rules vocabulary of circulation elements.

Rule 1. Spiral staircases are placed in buildings with two columns in X and Y-axis.
Rule 2. A straight flight of stairs is flanked to the side when placed in a three by five grid.
Rule 3. A ramp is placed in a five by five grid.
Rule 4. Two apsidal stairs are located in a five by three column grid.
Rule 5. External dogleg stairs in a three by five column grid.

External Wall Placement
The placement of the structures external walls were based on three main criteria, firstly a membrane around structural frame, secondly set back from the structural frame, and thirdly around the structural frame and raised on pilotis.

The following rules applied:

Rule 1. If the number of floors equals two, then external wall is a membrane around the structural frame.
Rule 2. If the number of floors equals three or four, then the buildings could be raised on pilotis or set back from the reinforced concrete frame or a membrane around structural frame.

Main Curved Elements of Interior
Corbusier utilized a variety of curved elements in his building interior since partitions were non-load-bearing. Their independence was usually reflected in their free organization and curved elements were concave and convex in form.

Rule 1. Curved elements defined building entrances.
Rule 2. Curved screens defined terrace floors.
Rule 3. Curved elements defined circulation elements.
Rule 4. Ramps were enclosed by curved elements.

Programming
AutoCAD’s built-in programming language Autolisp was chosen based on AutoCAD’s adaptability and popularity. Autolisp is derived from common lisp and is open for customization to specific needs. Lisp presents information in form of lists. Lisp is known to be the most extensive of computer languages, it has about 200 to 300 built in functions and the programmer can also create their own functions. In lisp functions are used to express data and programs.

In the program separate functions were written for main elements like the column grid, circulation elements, terraces, curved screens, external wall placement etc. The functions were given separate arguments based on the rules and a main function evaluates all these separate functions. The use of randomness was incorporated such that the program determines the evolution of the design thus exploring architecture as self generated. The Autolisp routine is loaded from the command prompt in an AutoCAD drawing file, which then prompts the user for a random number function. The user can input a random number between 0 and 32567. The program then by itself selects a column grid system based on the program rules. Upon determining the column grid system, it determines the number of slabs, types of external faces, elements of interior, and then the curved screen. Figure 4 illustrates some of the “Corbu” like prototypes generated (Insert Figure 4 here).

Main part of 16 page Autolisp Routine – This routine is based on the arguments and rules which were derived from the following categories –
Orthogonal Cage determination, Circulation, External walls and main curved elements of interior.
Figure 4: illustrates some of the “Corbu” like prototypes generated (Source: Author, 1995).
The Autolisp routine generates a wide variety of similar configurations to Corbusier's building types and supports the idea of generating complex outcomes from simple rules. The designer also has available for them some unexpected design options.

**Model II: Genetic Programming**

This section explores genetic programming using elements from Le Corbusier's vocabulary. Genetic programming allows the parallel exploration of design worlds defined by initial axioms and production. The aesthetics of the end product depends entirely on the initial grammar. A good set of axioms and production may lead to success, while badly chosen axioms and productions are based on an ABC relationship, where A represents the distance between the columns in the X axis and B represents the Y axis and varies between being equal to A, 0.5A to 0.75A and C exists were there are multiple spacing in the x axis. In the Autolisp routine, the first generation of eight objects are generated from this initial conditions, and the user has control over future generations by selecting two parents from this generation to be mutated. Figure 5 illustrates generation from GP for Le Corbusier -Random seed 1, Probability of mutating 2, No of Generations 2, Parent of Row 2 = 1&2, Parent of Row 3&4.

The Autolisp routine generates column grid arrangements similar to Le Corbusier's designs. The resulting forms at this stage illustrate that an evolutionary approach is related to the process of generating composition. The Autolisp routine presents configurations that are similar to Le Corbusier's and the mutations are driven by visual judgment, which encourages co-operation between the computational power and human creativity. This model raises some critical issues unlike the first model where the process is linear. This model encourages the human-technology interface, since the designer is responsible for selecting the parents in the genetic algorithm. Coates and Makris notes “that a complete examination of the implication of genetic programming in architectural design would necessarily reflect the inevitably complex and dynamic character of architecture, and draw some lines towards methodologies to model brief and space.”

**Conclusion**

Coates and Makris notes “the basic design problem consist of the prediction composition of the solution from primary determinants. Different design strategies contain different theories to approach the compositional problem. The problem is that though it is relatively easy to determine the putative structure of the problem, the determination of its possible formal structure is extremely difficult. Furthermore, the problem definition (brief, program, criteria matrix, bubble-diagramming etc.) does not imply a solution, but rather should form a basis for testing possible configurations.”

---

Figure 5: illustrates generation from GP for Le Corbuiser -Random seed 1, Probability of mutating 2, No of Generations 2, Parent of Row 2 = 1&2, Parent of Row 3&4 (Source Author, 2000).
design algorithms present an opportunity to examine a wide variety of possibilities and unexpected alternatives. The process highlights the importance of rule based systems as an integral part of the design process, and rules can be modified to systematically define new language of design that reflect changing circumstances and incorporate new ideas. The process offers an opportunity to develop a deeper understanding of the design process through defining simple rules in form of grammatical relationships between elements. The process contributes to the human technology interface debate and contributes to the process of utilizing CAD systems in generating design form rather than utilizing them merely as rendering and drafting tools. Perhaps, as expertise in visualization skill increases within the profession, the development of design algorithms through automated systems is an area that needs to be explored by designers, to utilize computers to their fullest capabilities in creative thinking and problem solving.

Since the range of solutions available when exploring by hand are limited by the increasing complexity of the design, this methodology can be explored in studio and digital media classes to assist form generation. I am not proposing to diminish the designer’s capabilities in anyway, it should be noted that the end product strictly relies on the chosen axioms defined by the designer. A well-chosen grammar results in the likelihood of finding more possible design solutions. The methodology proposes alternative creative techniques, and offers the designer an opportunity for exploring a wide range of design possibilities.
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